Figure S6. Interaction energy in kcal/mol along the production trajectory between GLP and the different goethite surface planes. Red, green, black, blue, brown, cyan, violet colours are corresponding to the monodentate at 010-, bidentate at 010-, monodentate at 001-, bidentate at 001-, monodentate at 100-, bidentate at 100-, and outer surface complex at 100-goethite surface plane, respectively. In general, the effect of water on the GLP-goethite-interaction has been taken into account during the MD simulations due to the water-GLP-goethite-interactions based on the electronic and Van der Waals interactions. However, this effect has not been considered explicitly for computing the interaction energy in Eq. 1 at each snapshot. In practice, at every snapshot the molecular system is composed of three sub-systems (fragments) involving GLP (fragment1), goethite (fragment2), and water (fragment3).
Within CP2K it is possible to calculate the pair interaction energy between two fragments. According to 
Regarding the average interaction energy between GLP and goethite
In the previous note, we showed how to calculate the interaction energy between GLP and goethite for one snapshot. For 25 ps MD simulation, snapshots are taken every 50 fs and the corresponding interaction energy for every snapshot has been calculated. The interaction energy values along the equilibrated production trajectory (last 15 ps, see Figure S6 ) are averaged giving rise to only one value. This average interaction energy value represents the binding strength between GLP and goethite for a certain GLP-goethite-model along the equilibrated MD trajectory. For our GLP-goethitemodels with different binding motifs and different goethite surface planes, the corresponding average interaction energies have been calculated and inserted into Table 1 in the main article. For example, the interaction energy of -110 kcal/mol corresponds to the average interaction energy between GLP and goethite for M motif at the 010 goethite surface plane (see Figure 3a in the main article).
